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Sweet April showers, Do spring May flowers.
-Thomas Tusser
April showers (smiles!) The month of April was a refreshing one on
the LR Platform as our first article brought to the fore those
who continuously labour behind the scenes working hard to raise
the next generation. The unsung heroes and heroines that dwell
amongst us;
Celebrating the hands that rocked the cradle.

We didn't stop there we went on to remember our teachers, the
very people who forge all other professions. They, whose candles
have lighted many more candles for our world. For this LR chose a
unique woman of excellence;
Why should a teacher's reward be in heaven?

We however realized that the showers of love for humanity did
not stop there. From those who rocked our cradles to those who
helped us light our candles we moved to those who work hard at
keeping us alive. This article had so much to give us. The key
points being; you do not have to be a Doctor to save lives, live a
healthy lifestyle and donate blood, you never can tell where and
when it would be needed.
Blood: The elixir of life, My Continent and I

The world's favorite season is spring. All things seem possible in
May.

-Edwin Way Teale
As May blooms forth, the LR platform has remarkable articles
blossoming too. Get ready to meet a remarkable woman who in
today's world has brightened up the world with her activity, we
also meet someone who is building possibilities from nothing. One
man who is changing what functional housing looks like positively.
It's the month of May so stay with us as we bring you
inspirational flowers in the form of these many motivational
stories you would love.
Remember the Gail Devers quote that tells us every
accomplishment starts with the decision to try. So do not forget
to try anything you always wanted to do because all things can be
possible in May.
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